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**Title:**

Leriou, Longa, and Longa v. Longa and Longa (2018)

**Facts:**

Enrique T. Longa passed away intestate, leaving behind several properties and no known
creditors. His legitimate children, Eleptherios L. Longa and Stephen L. Longa, along with
two minors, Yohanna Frenesi S. Longa and Victoria Ponciana S. Longa, represented by their
mother,  Mary  Jane  B.  Sta.  Cruz.  The  minors  who  filed  a  “Petition  for  Letters  of
Administration” on June 19, 2007, with the Regional Trial Court (RTC) of Muntinlupa City.
Mary Jane B. Sta. Cruz was appointed administratrix on November 5, 2007.

Petitioners Eleptherios and Stephen filed an Omnibus Motion on May 20, 2008, to remove
Mary Jane B. Sta. Cruz as administratrix, alleging lack of due process and her failure to act
in accordance with court-issued directives. The RTC denied this motion on June 18, 2008,
with a subsequent denial on the motion for reconsideration on November 3, 2008. This
decision was appealed to the Court of Appeals, which affirmed the RTC’s ruling. The case
was then brought to the Supreme Court on a Petition for Review on Certiorari.

**Issues:**

1. Whether the RTC and the Court of Appeals erred in considering the absence of personal
notice and instead, relying on electronic mails and diplomatic communications as sufficient
service of notice.
2. Whether the trial courts failed to honor the preferential rights of legitimate children over
illegitimate children in the administration of the decedent’s estate.
3.  Whether the administratrix,  having been deemed unfit  by the petitioners,  should be
removed.

**Court’s Decision:**

**Service of Notice:**
The  Supreme  Court  upheld  that  personal  notice  to  other  heirs,  though  procedurally
convenient, is not jurisdictional, emphasizing that the settlement proceedings in rem, are
binding upon the whole world once the mandatory publication requirements are fulfilled.
The Court noted that notice was adequately served by publication in “Balita,” a newspaper
of general circulation.
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**Preferential Right as Administrator:**
The Court affirmed that the preference for appointing administrators of an estate is not
absolute. Further, being non-residents of the Philippines disqualified petitioners Eleptherios
and Stephen as per Section 1(b),  Rule 78 of  the Rules of  Court.  In this  instance,  the
administratrix had a vested interest in preserving assets for her minor children, aligning
with the court’s intent for efficient estate management.

**Fitness and Qualifications of Administratrix:**
The trial court’s findings, as affirmed by the appellate court, concluded that there were no
grounds  for  removal  of  the  administratrix.  The  accusations  of  withholding  assets  and
financial  misrepresentation were disproved,  with  Sta.  Cruz  fulfilling her  administrative
duties and adhering to court orders sufficiently.

**Doctrine:**

1. **Proceedings in Rem**: Publication according to the rules constitutes sufficient notice to
interested parties concerning probate proceedings.
2. **Preferential Appointment is Discretionary**: The appointment of administrators, while
observing preferential rules, is subject to the court’s discretion, factoring circumstances on
a case-by-case basis.
3. **Disqualification of Non-residents**: The Rules of Court explicitly exclude non-residents
from being appointed as administrators, irrespective of their relations to the decedent.

**Class Notes:**

– **Rule 76, Revised Rules of Court**: Details the requirements for notifying interested
parties in probate proceedings.
– **Section 1(b), Rule 78**: Disqualifies non-residents from serving as estate administrators.
– **Proceedings in Rem**: Emphasizes notice through publication over personal service in
estate-related settlements.

**Historical Background:**

This case underscores the evolving judicial landscape in estate administration, particularly
the balance between procedural rigor and substantive justice. It captures the nuances of
inter-family disputes post-mortem and sets the stage for understanding estate jurisprudence
in  the  Philippines.  The  historical  precedent  ensures  estate  management  aligns  with
legislative frameworks while protecting beneficiaries’ interests.


